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Abstract: Right now, robots assumes an outrageously 

important job in human life. Robots are a machine that 

reduces the manual efforts of  human for doing heavy 
works in homes as well as industries, construction etc. 

and makes day to day life straightforward. we tend to are 

here with our next robot that is DTMF or Mobile 

Controlled machine. DTMF controlled robot runs over 
portable DTMF innovation that used in Dial tone. 

DTMF represents twin Tone Multiple Frequency. There 

are a few frequencies that we will in general use to 

frame DTMF tone. In direct words by including or 
intermixture two or extra frequencies produces DTMF 

tone.     

Index Terms — Arduino, DTMF, Motor driver,battery, 

Connecting wire. 

I. Introduction 

      A robot is an Electro-mechanical that is schooled 

by pc, or programable device and it's able to do tasks 

on its own. The automaton Institute of America 

outline ―A computerization could likewise be a 

reprogrammable multifunctional controller intended 

to move material segments, instruments or 

concentrated gadget through factor modified 

movements for the exhibition of a scope of errands‖. 

The wireless controlled robots that use RF circuits 

have drawbacks of restricted frequency and distance. 

By victimisation mobile phones this limitations may 

be overcome. It will give the benefits of strong 

management, operating vary as massive as service 

supplier The decoder interprets the DTMF tone to its 

proportionate figure which paired assortment no 

obstruction with elective controllers and up twelve 

controls. DTMF Controlled Mobile Robot may be a 

machine which can be accessed by a mobile. During 

this project, the automaton is controlled by a itinerant 

with the itinerant hooked up to the automaton. Within 

the course of a decision, if any button is ironed, a 

tone appreciate the button ironed is detected at the 

opposite finish of the decision. This tone is named 

"Double Tone Multiple Frequency tone". The 

machine sees this DTMF tone with the assistance of  

the mobile phone stacked on the machine.The 

microcontroller of the Arduino method the received 

tone with the assistance of DTMF decoder MT8870 

IC. The decoder disentangles the DTMF tone to its 

proportionate figure which paired assortment is send 

to the microcontroller. The preprogrammed 

microcontroller take call for the receiving input and 

yield is applied to call the engine drivers in order to 

drive the engines for advance or in reverse movement 

or to show the automation. 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 
The objective of our project is to style a 

distant controlled golem (using telephone as a 

remote). The movement of the golem is finished by 

causing completely different commands from our 

telephone. to grasp the mechanical construction of 

GSM Controlled artificial intelligence Vehicle. to 

understand the relation between the mechanical 

parameters of motor with the potency. Circuit 

diagram for the Arduino based DTMF Controlled 

Robot is fundamentally the same as with other robot 

like PC controlled robot, Here engine driver is 

associated with arduino for driving the robot. Engine 

driver's information pin 2,7,10,15 is associated with 

the arduino computerized pin number 6,5,4 and 3 

individually. Here the two DC engines square 

measure acclimated drive the golem inside which one 

engine is associated at yield pin for engine driver 3 

and 6 pins and another engine is associated at 11 and 

14 pins. A battery of 9 volt is utilized to deliver 

capacity to the engine driver for driving engines. The 

DTMF decoder pins D0-D3 is legitimately associated 

with Arduino PIN 19,18,17,16. Two 9 volt batteries 

are acclimated with power the circuit inside one is 

utilized to control the engines, associated at engine 

driver IC pin 8. What's more, another battery is 

associated with power the rest of the circuit. Some 

commands are send through portable to regulate the 

DTMF controlled golem. In here DTMF decoder 

portable is employed. Here the portable is employed 

to point out operating of the project. A mobile phone 

is user mobile that is used to call and act as ―remote 

phone‖ and another mobile phone that is associated 

with Robot's circuit utilizing aux wire. It receives the 

call and act as ―Receiver phone‖. At first we tend to 

create a decision by exploitation remote telephone to 

recipient telephone thus go to the choice by 

physically or programmed answer mode. Presently 

here is the manner by which this DTMF controlled 

robot is constrained by phone . At the point when we 

press "2" by telephone and it begin to push ahead and 

press "4" turn left and press "6" it turn directly till 

next order executed. At long last press "5" to stop the 

robot. 

 

                III. DESCRIPTION 

A. CONTROL UNIT   

  Arduino UNO is utilized for prevailing 

entire the technique for golem.Arduino peruses 

orders sent by DTMF decoder and contrast and 
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blueprint code or example. On the off chance that 

orders territory unit coordinate arduino sends a few 

orders to driver segment.   

 

B. DRIVER SECTION  
Driver area comprises engine driver and 2 

DC engines engine driver is employed for driving 

motor as a result of doesn't offer enough voltage and 

current to engine. thus we have a tendency to add an 

engine driver circuit to ask enough voltage and ebb 

and flow for engine. By gathering orders from 

arduino engine driver drive engine in accordance 

with orders.    

 

C. REMOTE SECTION   
   Here we have a tendency to get a tone 

from our radio telephone by mistreatment aux wire to 

DTMF Decoder IC explicitly MT8870 that translates 

the tone into computerized signal.     

   

D. PROCESSED UNIT  

  DTMF controlled robot travel by certain 

orders that are send by means of versatile . We are 

here utilizing DTMF capacity of versatile .Here 

we've utilized the portable to call attention to 

working of venture. One is client cell phone that we 

will call "remote telephone" and second one that are 

associated with robo's circuit utilizing aux wire. This 

cell phone we will call "Recipient telephone".   

   

 
         Fig.1.Block diagram   

               

IV. PROCESS CONTROL 

The component gets this DTMF tone with 

the help of telephone stacked inside the system. The 

got tone is prepared by the Atmega sixteen 

microcontroller with the help of DTMF decoder 

MT8870. The decoder translates the DTMF tone in to 

its proportionate figure and furthermore the double 

range is send to the microcontroller. The 

microcontroller is prearranged to require call|a 

choice|a call} of any offer information and yields its 

choice to engine drives in order to drive the engine 

for forward or in reverse therefore this easy robotic 

project doesn't need the development of collector and 

transmitter units. DTMF flagging is utilized over the  

line in the voice recurrence band to the call 

exchanging focus on telephone signaling . The 

"contact tone" variant of DTMF is utilized for phone 

dialing. The sign continuously of the amplitudes of 

two sine influxes of various frequencies, that is 

squeezing "5" will send a tone made by adding 

1336Hz and 770Hz to the opposite finish of the 

versatile. The tones and assignments in a DTMF 

framework is appeared underneath DTMF controlled 

robot.    

 

 

 
                    Fig.2.Circuit diagram   

              

V. WORKING OF DTMF 

Robotic automobile incorporates two mobile 

phones each as each ends. every mobile square 

measure acclimated trigger the orders to the 

automated car. The telephone one go about as 

transmitter. It offers the order to the artificial 

intelligence automobile to the telephone two that as a 

beneficiary. The telephone 2 gets the order and 

procedures the order as needs be. So as to work the 

robot one have to make a call to the cell phone 

appended to the robot from the telephone 1 put at the 

transmitter end. The cell phone go about as DTMF 

generator with tone contingent upon the key 

squeezed. The telephone sends the DTMF tones at 

the sign on squeezing the numeric catch out there at 

the show or data input device of mobile. The mobile 

connected to the golem is unbroken in motor vehicle 

answer mode. This mode is answerable mechanically 

to explicit contact inclose it. hence once the 

transmitter, portable one settles on a decision , the 

versatile a couple of, collector, get it precisely. The 

numeric catch out there at the mobile square measure 

accustomed perform activity as recorded in orders 

inside the AVR controller or program feed to the IC. 

The produced DTMF tone ar at that point got by 

mobile phone inside the golem, the got tone is 

handled by the microcontroller with the help of 

DTMF decoder. DTMF decoder unravels the got tone 

and gives twofold likeness it to the microcontroller. 
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The Atmega328 is program thusly to execute the 

reasonable order. The yield of the Atmege328 is 

given to the engine driver IC. This engine driver is 

associated with DC engine. This engine driver is fit 

for taking care of 2 engines correspondingly. The 

development of 2 DC engines is the board by this 

engine driver. when a key's pressed on the transmitter 

portable, telephone one then it got at the versatile a 

couple of. The DTMF decoder is associated with the 

telephone a couple of in this manner it'll got the signs 

and convert it into twofold kind and gives to the 

AVR microcontroller. In AVR microcontroller the 

Atmege328 IC is utilized with the help of the 

programming the order will be gives to the engine 

driver. At that point the engine driver gives the order 

to DC engine to pivot the engines and move the 

vehicle or car .     

             

VI. SOFTWARE USED ARDUINO UNO 

  The Arduino Integrated Development 

environment (IDE) is a cross-stage application (for 

Windows, macOS, Linux) that is written in capacities 

from C and C .it's acclimated compose and move 

projects to Arduino good sheets, yet additionally, 

with the help of outsider centers, elective seller 

improvement boards.The Arduino IDE underpins the 

dialects C and C with uncommon guidelines of code 

structuring.The Arduino IDE gives a product bundle 

library to the Wiring venture, that gives a few basic 

info and yield procedures.User-composed code 

exclusively needs two essential capacities, for 

starting the sketch and subsequently the principle 

program circle, that are accumulated and combined 

with a program stub main().The Arduino IDE utilizes 

the program avrdude to change over the practical 

code into a PC document in hex mystery composing 

that is stacked into the Arduino board by a loader.   

 

VII. COMPONENTS USED ARDUINO UNO 
Arduino is Associate in Nursing open supply 

hardware and package and package organization 

undertaking and client network that styles and 

fabricates single board microcontrollers and 

microcontroller kit.Hardware recommends that 

arduino circuit and package suggests that wherever 

we are able to kind our program or order the arduino. 

thus essentially it's 2 sides like programming to 

manage the project and hardware suggests that 

arduino device. it's tool for management the project 

or offer the guidance to the circuit or task. Arduino 

UNO is extremely simple to use and it's value 

economical and simply offered within the market. 

{the simple the straight  forward the simple } c 

artificial language is employed and really easy to 

actualize the program like just associate the arduino 

to pc abuse association link and execute the program 

parts.   

 

 

  

A. DC MOTOR      

The half-dozen potential unit fifty rev 

created DC engine is employed during this system. 

The motors square measure vital on rev of it like fifty 

rev, 75 rpm, 150 rpm, 250 rpm. during this system 

we have a tendency to used 50rpm motor that is 

connected to the motor driver. The engine driver 

gives the order to the engines to turn with the help of 

AVR controller. The engines is utilized to 

development of the instrument or vehicle.    

 

B. DTMF      

 DTMF is the reason for voice interchanges 

control. Present day communication utilized DTMF 

to dial numbers, arrange phone trades, etc. 

Periodically, basically skimming codes are 

transmitted sing DTMF-typically through a CB 

handset. It is utilized to move data between radio 

handsets, in phone message application , and so on 

practically any cell phone can produce DTMF in the 

wake of setting up association. On the off chance that 

your telephone can't produce DTMF, you'll utilize an 

independent ―dialer. DTMF was planned all 

together that it's conceivable to utilize acoustic 

exchange, and get the codes utilizing standard 

mouthpiece.  

  
  

                    Fig.3.DTMF   

 

C. DTMF TRANSMIT AND TO DECODE    

   Dedicated medium circuits unit of 

measurement used to generate DTMF and put 

together a semiconductor can fuck. merely interface a 

RC channel to two yield stick and create right tones 

by means of programming. Be that as it may, getting 

the correct frequencies for the most part needs use of 

an appropriate Xtal for the processor itself- at the 

price of non-standard cycle length, etc. So, this 

technique is used in simple application alone. but it's 

rough to get and acknowledge DTMF with 

satisfactory preciseness. Often, dedicated integrated 

circuits unit of measurement used, although a helpful 
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resolution for DTMF transmission and receiving by a 

semiconductor. It's rather subtle, so it is manually 

used alone slightly. As soon as, a MT8870 would be 

used, decoders discover alone with finite edges of the 

trigonometric function. So, DTMF is produced  by 

rectangular pulses and RC filters works effectively. 

The pointed  MT8870 uses 2nd sixth order band pass 

filters with switched capacitors. These manufacture 

well clean, trigonometric function waves even  

distorted input, with any harmonics reduced.    

 

 
 

 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
At the tip we tend to conclude that it will 

exposed the restrictions and issues. It gives the 

advantages of strong management, working by 

developing this robotic vehicle, in previous system 

the RF communication would be used however it's 

short vary communication thus to beat this short vary 

drawback we tend to create system that consists of 

DTMF technology. So the short range problem are 

going to be overcome because the DTMF is 

employed for long distance communication. thus with 

the assistance of technology we tend to controlled our 

automotive from anyplace and anytime. robots vary 

immensely ,all robots share the choices of a 

mechanical ,movable structure underneath some quite 

management. So it is Beneficial for the various 

systems like military enforcement search and  rescure 

opteration 
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